2017—Build Season Week 6

February 12, 2017

rage robotics
Build Season Week 6 (+2 days for
Bag and Tag!)
These past 2 weeks have been busy and all led up to bagging and tagging the robot
on Tuesday 2/21. The deadline was 11:59pm but a dedicated and hardworking group
had a marathon session on Tuesday and the robot was in the bag around 5:30pm!
Next up for the team:
Week 3 North Shore Competition in Reading, MA from 3/17-3/19
Week 5 Hartford Competition from 3/31-4/2 at Hartford Public High School

Here’s a brief recap of this year’s challenge: This year’s game, STEAMWORKS, has 3-team alliances working together to gather gears (about 11” diameter and 2” thick) and fuel (5” diameter balls). The fuel is shot into a boiler about
8’ above the ground and the gears are placed on a hook near the airship which 2 pilots (human players) load to
start the airship rotors. During the final 30 seconds of the match, the robots then race to the airship, latch onto
ropes that hang from the airship and climb the rope in preparation for takeoff! The FRC video for this year’s challenge can be found at 2017 FRC Kickoff Video (The video is about 18 minutes – the game simulation starts around
13:20).

Build Subgroup
Build kept on working hard until the robot was sealed (and kept on working after that). In the last week, they
mounted the gear catcher, installed the ball manipulator and adjusted the chains so everything was all set for
our pre-season competition and they continued working on the bumpers.

Sarah, Jack & Evan look for that “one” bracket they are missing, Teddy “tests” the gear
catcher, Nick & Evan prepare some parts and
the group makes some last minute adjustments to the manipulator at Suffield.
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CADD Subgroup
The CADD group has finished up their design but they were still busy leading up to bagging the robot helping out Mr.
Hockaday with the belts that will be used to lift the balls. The group had 15 belts that had to measured, cut and
fused.

Electronics Subgroup
The Electronics group soldered the wires for the ball shooter and finished up the wiring on the robot. Best complement at Suffield was that the wiring on our robot was the neatest wiring one of the competing teams had ever seen.
Excellent job Will, Shane, Nick, Abby & Zach!

Pneumatics Subgroup
The Pneumatics group continued working on the pneumatics for the gear catcher.
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Programming Subgroup
The programming group continued working on the coding for the drive system, ball manipulator and shooter.

Spirit/Social Media Subgroup
This week, the Spirit group made more buttons in preparation for our first competition on March 17 as well as some
special “Press” Buttons for the Week 1 competition to be held in Waterbury for Kathy Kentfield—a good friend of the
team and a long time supporter of FIRST. They also finished up the team’s flag.

Scouting Subgroup
With our first competition coming up quick, the Scouting group has been busy working on both the app and the paper
scouting form. At Suffield, the team tested the paper form and continued working on the app. The next step is figuring out how to generate a QR code and then the data can be compiled. Rumor is they are getting close!
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Suffield Shakedown—February 18, 2017
On February 8, the team went over to
Suffield High School for a pre-season
event. Walking into the gym, seeing all
of the other CT teams that we meet up
with several times a year and seeing
Angry Eric (he’s the one with the red
spiked Mohawk) was like coming home
after a long trip. The energy and positive vibe in the gym was just awesome!
The team did great—spending the
morning troubleshooting the robot and
getting the ball manipulator up and
running. We had several groups of students driving, trying out the different
positions and Josh got all decked out in
his Steampunk mascot gear and found
a fellow Team 181 team member embracing this year’s theme.
We were also able to meet up with
Team 3525 (Nuts and Bolts of Fury) to
give them a replacement of the much
needed part that they supplied us with
back in Week 2. Their help was invaluable in getting us going with the
mecanum wheels that we tried out this
year. Just another day of “Gracious
Professionalism” with FIRST!
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Following Suffield, the team identified a few (well, a whole lot) of
items that we needed to work on
before stop and build day as well as
a few items that could be taken care
of after the robot was bagged. Each
team is allowed to “reserve” 30 lbs
of robot parts that can be worked on
after the robot is bagged so the
team can fine tune some of the robot elements. Below is the “list”:
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Fine tuning the ball manipulator, shooter and gear catcher
before the robot goes in the bag!

Also check us out on:
Facebook (RAGE Robotics)
Instagram (ragerobotics173)
or
Twitter (@RAGE173).

One last shot of the robot before it’s bagged...

Next up: North Shore District Competition
in Reading, MA from 3/17-3/19!

